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ABSTRACT In power systems with grid-forming inverters (GFMs), small-signal instability issues could
occur due to harmonic excitation, impedance interactions, and poor inverter control design. There mainly
exist two types of stability issues based on the frequency range. One is the low-frequency resonance (0 –
2f0 Hz) and the other is the high-frequency harmonics (above 2f0 Hz), where f0 is the system fundamental
frequency. By assuming that the low-frequency related controls are well designed, this paper addresses the
high-frequency harmonic issues. The goal is to develop a system stabilization function (SSF) to eliminate
any high-frequency stability issues under various grid conditions without affecting predefined low-frequency
behaviors. The idea is to conduct the inverter passivation test at the system harmonic resonant frequency
so that the corresponding harmonic instability can be removed. To achieve this, the resonant frequency of
the harmonic instability is detected first, and then if the magnitude of the resonant component exceeds the
threshold value, the proposed SSF will be enabled, thus the system would be stabilized. Both simulation and
experimental tests are conducted to validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

INDEX TERMS Grid-forming inverters, harmonic instability, online harmonic detection, passivity-based
design.

I. INTRODUCTION
Grid-forming inverters (GFMs) can enable the stable opera-
tion of up to 100 % penetration of renewable resources for
future power-electronics-based grids [1], [2]. A GFM nor-
mally has an inner ac voltage regulation loop and an outer
power loop. The inner ac voltage loop can make the inverter
act like a voltage source and thus can stably operate in weak
systems. The outer power loop enables the inverter to syn-
chronize with the rest of the grid. Typical outer power loop
control methods of GFMs include the frequency droop con-
trol [3], [4], the virtual synchronous machine control (VSM)
[5], and the dispatchable virtual oscillator control (dVOC)

[6], [7], etc. These control loops in GFMs may interact with
different impedances of the rest of the system and introduce
small-signal stability issues into the grids [8], [9], [10]. The
small-signal stability issues could be further categorized into
two types according to the frequency range. One is the low-
frequency resonance (0 – 2f0 Hz) which is mainly caused by
the interactions between the grid and the outer power control
of inverters; and the other is the high-frequency harmonic
(above 2f0 Hz where f0 is the system fundamental frequency)
which is mainly introduced by the interactions between the
grid and the voltage/current control, high-frequency filters, or
control delays of the inverters. In this paper, it is assumed that
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the outer power loops are well designed according to the grid
conditions so that there are no low-frequency stability issues.
Therefore, the focus of this paper will be on designing a smart
inverter control [11] so that the high-frequency instability
issues under different grid conditions can be eliminated.

The design of inverter control to enhance system harmonic
stability under various grid conditions usually can be achieved
by three types of approaches, including offline impedance
reshaping or impedance passivation, online grid impedance
measurement-based approach, and online harmonic detection-
based approach [12]. The offline impedance reshaping is
to add some passive or active damping into the GFMs to
damp the possible oscillations in the system, and the offline
impedance passivation is to design the inverter impedance
to be passive so that it can be stably connected to any
passive grid. So far, many stabilization approaches for high-
frequency harmonic stability issues have been developed for
grid-following inverters, such as control time delay com-
pensation or phase compensation [13], [14], but few system
stabilization methods have been developed for GFMs. In [15],
a passivity-based design was proposed for GFMs by adding
both virtual impedance control and capacitor voltage feedback
decoupling control into the inner control loops for system
stability enhancement. A similar discrete passivity-based ap-
proach has also been developed in [16]. However, it will
be shown in detail later in Section III that with the virtual
impedance control Zv, although the high-frequency harmonics
can be eliminated, the predefined low-frequency behaviors
of GFMs might be affected and small-signal synchronization
stability issues might occur. The online grid impedance mea-
surement approach is to estimate the grid side impedance and
then adjust the control parameters accordingly [17]. However,
the grid impedance could be rather complicated which might
be difficult to estimate accurately by simply assuming that the
grid is a series connection of an inductor and a resistor. Since
it is difficult to find a control approach to directly render the
inverter impedance passive at high-frequency regions without
affecting the predefined low-frequency dynamics, and the grid
impedance measurement-based approach is not always fea-
sible, the online resonance detection-based approach can be
adopted. An online harmonic stability enhancement approach
was proposed in [12] for GFMs by adding a phase compen-
sation circuit with a notch filter on the current feedforward
loop. However, the controller in [12] was only designed for a
single-voltage-loop converter with a current feedforward loop,
not a generalized inner double-loop control scheme with both
voltage and current feedback control loops.

Therefore, this paper proposes an online harmonic
detection-based system stabilization function for GFMs with
inner double-loop control (i.e., voltage loop and current loop)
scheme, which aims at improving the high-frequency stability
of the system without affecting the predefined low-frequency
dynamics. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the passivity analysis and system stability anal-
ysis under different grid conditions are conducted for the
basic GFM control approach [4] based on the impedance

FIGURE 1. Circuit and control diagram of the basic GFM.

FIGURE 2. Full-order model of GFMs with control in Fig. 1 [18].

models. Section III analyzes the potential issues of the ex-
isting passivity-based control approaches [15] for GFMs and
proposes the online harmonic detection-based SSF. Section IV
uses both simulations and experimental tests to validate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach. Section V concludes
the paper.

II. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF GFMS UNDER VARIOUS GRID
CONDITIONS
The main circuit and control blocks of a widely used multi-
loop GFM are shown in Fig. 1 [4]. In this circuit diagram,
an LC filter is used to mitigate the switching ripples. The
power control block is to generate the magnitude and phase
angle of the voltage reference through the widely used droop
control strategy, including an active power-frequency (P-f)
droop control with frequency droop gain m and a reactive
power-voltage (Q-v) droop control with voltage droop gain n.
The voltage controller Gv is to regulate the output voltage, and
the inner current controller Gi is to provide damping for the
LC resonance and to limit the overcurrent. Control delay in the
system (e.g., sampling delay, PWM delay, etc.) is integrated
as the block Gd in the diagram. In addition, the voltage and
current control loops can be implemented either in the dq0
axis or αβ0 axis. In this paper, the controller is implemented
with voltage and current limiters in αβ coordinates

A. IMPEDANCE MODEL OF GFMS
To analyze system stability, the impedance model of GFM can
be used, such as the complex-value-based impedance model
that is developed in [18]. The closed-loop model of the GFM
considering the impacts of both the outer power control loop
and the inner voltage and current loops can be obtained as in
Fig. 2, which depicts the relationships among the grid side
current ig, output voltage v, reference voltage Vref, and their
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corresponding complex conjugate with a 2θ angle rotation
(e j2θ ig∗

,e j2θv∗, and e j2θv∗
re f ), where θ is the angle of steady-

state voltage Vdq and current Idq in the synchronous reference
frame.

As seen in Fig. 2, the impacts of the outer power loop on
voltage reference can be represented by two transfer function
matrices: GVrV which is from the output voltage to the refer-
ence voltage as shown in (1), and Zref which is from the output
current to the reference voltage as shown in (2), with ω0 being
the system fundamental frequency and ωc being the cut-off
frequency of the low-pass filter for the measured power.

GV rV = j

2

[ −H1I∗
dq −H2Idq

H2I∗
dq H1Idq

]
(1)

Zre f = j

2

[ −H2V ∗
dq −H1Vdq

H1V ∗
dq H2Vdq

]
(2)

where,

H1 = V0GP (s − jω0) − GQ (s − jω0) (3)

H2 = V0GP (s − jω0) + GQ (s − jω0) (4)

GP (s) = − ωc

s + ωc

m

s
(5)

GQ (s) = − ωc

s + ωc
n (6)

I∗
dq = Id − jIq, Idq = Id + jIq (7)

V ∗
dq = Vd − jVq, Vdq = Vd + jVq (8)

Additionally, Zo is the full-order transfer function matrix
considering the inner voltage and current loops as shown in
(9), and GVVr is the transfer function matrix from the reference
voltage to the output voltage as given in (10).

Zo (s) =
[

Zov (s) 0
0 Zov (s − 2 jω0)

]
(9)

GVV r (s) =
[

Gvvr (s) 0
0 Gvvr (s − 2 jω0)

]
(10)

where,

Zov (s) = sL + GiGd

LCf s2 + GiGdCf s + GvGiGd + 1
(11)

Gvvr (s) = GvGiGd

LCf s2 + GiGdCf s + GvGiGd + 1
(12)

With the four transfer function matrices in (1), (2), (9), and
(10), the full impedance model of GFM (Zo_GFM_1) can be
derived as a 2×2 multi-input-multi-output transfer function
as shown in (13).

Zo_GFM_1 (s) = (I + GVV rGV rV )−1 (
Zo + GVV rZre f

)
(13)

Note that this model can be extended to other outer power
control methods, such as dVOC or VSM, by replacing the P-θ
relationship in (5) and the Q-V relationship in (6).

TABLE 1. Circuit and Control Parameters of GFMs and Grid Conditions

B. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF GFMS UNDER VARIOUS GRID
CONDITIONS
For the grid-side model, the complex-value-based grid ad-
mittance can be modeled as (14). Then, the stability of the
interconnected GFM and grid can be determined by checking
the encirclement of (-1, j0) of the eigenvalues of the return
ratio matrix L1(s) and the number of right-half plane poles
(RHP) of L1(s), where L1(s) is shown in (15).

Y g (s) =
[

1
sLg

0

0 1
(s−2 jω0)Lg

]
(14)

L1 (s) = Zo_GFM_1 (s) Y g (s) (15)

A case study is then conducted below to show the stabil-
ity of GFMs under various grid conditions. The circuit and
control parameters of GFMs and the grid conditions from
the weak grid to the strong grid are shown in Table 1. A
simple metric, short circuit ratio (SCR), is used here to briefly
describe the grid strength. The larger SCR is, the stronger the
grid will be. Note that the droop gains m and n are adjusted
according to the grid strength to maintain system small-signal
synchronization stability in the low-frequency region (i.e.,
near the system fundamental frequency).

Fig. 3 shows the impedance-based analysis results and the
simulation results under SCR = 5.6. It can be seen that the
system is stable and there are no harmonic instability issues.
But when the grid impedance decreases, i.e., SCR increases,
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FIGURE 3. Stability analysis and simulations of GFMs under SCR = 5.6
(stable): (a) Eigenvalue 1 of L1(s)=Zo_GFM_1(s) Y g(s), (b) Eigenvalue 2 of
L1(s)=Zo_GFM_1(s) Y g(s), and (c) Simulation results of output voltage and
current.

the system will start to exhibit some high-frequency harmonic
instability issues. For example, when SCR = 11, the two
eigenvalues of L1(s) encircle (-1, j0) and the oscillation fre-
quency is estimated to be 1.62 kHz (eigenvalue 1) and 1.74
kHz (eigenvalue 2) as shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), which match

FIGURE 4. Stability analysis and simulations of GFMs under SCR = 11
(unstable): (a) Eigenvalue 1 of L1(s)=Zo_GFM_1(s) Y g(s), (b) Eigenvalue 2 of
L1(s)=Zo_GFM_1(s) Y g(s), and (c) Simulation results of output voltage and
current.

the simulation results where both the output voltage and out-
put current have such high-frequency harmonic oscillations.
When SCR = 7.5, 15, and 22, the system will have similar
harmonic instability issues. Also, since there are no RHP poles
in L1(s), the system stability could be determined directly by
checking if there is any encirclement of (-1, j0) of the two
eigenvalues of L1(s).
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FIGURE 5. Passivity analysis of GFMs with basic control Zo_GFM_1(s) under
SCR = 5.6 and 11.

FIGURE 6. Control and circuit diagrams of GFMs with Zv and Hv control
blocks [15].

FIGURE 7. Manipulation of the virtual impedance control block.

C. PASSIVITY ANALYSIS OF GFMS
The reason why under different grid impedance, the system
would have instability issues can be also analyzed through the
passivity analysis of the impedance model of GFMs. For the
MIMO transfer function matrix Zo_GFM (s), it is passive if it
satisfies [19]:

1) all poles of Zo_GFM (s) are in the left-half plane;
2) pmin[Zo_GFM ( jω) + ZH

o_GFM ( jω)] ≥ 0 for any ω ∈
(−∞,∞), where, pmin is the minimum eigenvalue of
the impedance matrix across the whole frequency range
and ZH

o_GFM is the conjugate transpose of Zo_GFM .
According to the parameters in Table 1, the Bode diagram

of the pmin of the impedance model of GFMs can be obtained
under SCR = 5.6 and SCR = 11. As shown in Fig. 5, there
will be two non-passive regions of the GFMs, one is near
the system fundamental frequency, and the other is in the
high-frequency range which is above 1 kHz. For the low-
frequency non-passive region, it is a narrow frequency band,

so if the droop gains are designed to be small enough, the
low-frequency oscillations of the system could be avoided.
For the high-frequency non-passive region which is mainly
caused by the control delay block Gd, it is a wider non-passive
region compared with the low-frequency one. And if no action
was taken, instability issues may happen with different grid
impedances, e.g., the simulation results under SCR = 11 in
Fig. 4.

Note that the non-passive region in the impedance model
means that instability issues might occur in this frequency
band when interacting with other impedances in the system.
Also, a passive system must be a stable system, but a stable
system is not necessarily passive.

III. PROPOSED ONLINE-HARMONIC DETECTION-BASED
SYSTEM STABILIZATION FUNCTION
A. POTENTIAL ISSUES OF EXISTING PASSIVITY-BASED
CONTROL APPROACH FOR GFMS
As can be seen in Fig. 5, there is a high-frequency non-passive
region where harmonic instability issues could occur. There-
fore, if the high-frequency non-passive region is eliminated,
then as a result, the harmonic instability issues can be avoided.
Accordingly, a passivity-based linear control approach has
been developed in [15] as shown in Fig. 6, where two ex-
tra control blocks are added to the system, one is a virtual
impedance control block Zv and the other is the capacitor volt-
age decoupling control block Hv. Additionally, the Hv and Zv

blocks should be calculated based on the control parameters
and the circuit components as shown in (16) and (17). With the
Zv and Hv blocks, there will be no high-frequency harmonic
instability issues under different grid conditions if ignoring
the dynamics of the outer power loops [15].

Zv = 1 − KrvL(
2π fsw

6

)2
LCf − 1

(16)

Hv = KpiKpv (17)

However, it was found by the authors that although this Zv

and Hv-based method can help with system high-frequency
stability issues, it might deteriorate the low-frequency stability
if the power loop dynamics are considered.

To analyze such a phenomenon, the full-order model of
the GFM in Fig. 6 needs to be derived first. To obtain the
full-order model, a circuit manipulation is required that is
moving the Zv block from ‘after the voltage control block Gv’
to ‘before the voltage control block Gv’ with an equivalent
block Zveq as shown in Fig. 7.

Accordingly, the full-order model of GFM in Fig. 6 can be
obtained as shown in Fig. 8, where Zo_ff and GVVr_ff consider
the impact of Hv compared with Zo in (9) and Gvvr in (10),
respectively; and Zveq depicts the impact of Zv blocks on both
power loops and inner voltage loops. Therefore, the full-order
model Zo_GFM_2(s) can be obtained as (18).
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FIGURE 8. Full-order model of GFMs with control strategy in Fig. 6.

Zo_GFM_2 (s)

= (I + Gvvr_ f f GV rV )−1 (
Zo_ f f + Gvvr_ f f

(
Zre f + ZVeq

))
(18)

where,

Zo_ f f (s) =
[

Zov_ f f (s) 0
0 Zov_ f f (s − 2 jω0)

]
(19)

GVV r_ f f (s) =
[

Gvvr_ f f (s) 0
0 Gvvr_ f f (s − 2 jω0)

]
(20)

Zveq (s) =
[

zv
Gv (s) 0

0 zv
Gv (s−2 jω0)

]
(21)

Zov_ f f (s) = sL + GiGd

LCf s2 + GiGdCf s + (GvGi − Hv )Gd + 1
(22)

Gvvr_ f f (s) = GvGiGd

LCf s2 + GiGdCf s + (GvGi − Hv )Gd + 1
(23)

Based on the derived impedance model, passivity analysis
and stability analysis can be conducted. First, as shown in
Fig. 9(a), the high-frequency non-passive region of Zo_GFM_1

is eliminated in Zo_GFM_2, which corresponds to the con-
clusions in [15] and the low-frequency passivity of Zo_GFM2

seems to be enhanced comparing with Zo_GFM2 due to the
higher pmin in a wide frequency band. However, the non-
passive regions near the system fundamental frequency of
both Zo_GFM1 and Zo_GFM2 stay unchanged, which means the
potential low-frequency instability issues still exist.

Second, the Nyquist diagrams of the eigenvalues of the
return ratio matrices are obtained in Fig. 9(b) and (c). It can
be observed that one of the eigenvalues of L1(s) encircles the
critical point with Zo_GFM1, so the system is unstable with 1.74
kHz harmonics, which has also been shown in the simulation
results in Fig. 4(b). While with Zo_GFM2, there is no encir-
clement of the critical point (-1, j0) of one of the eigenvalues
of L2(s), which means that there is no right-half plane pole in
the system. However, it can be observed that the gain margin
is reduced from 4.6 dB at 62 Hz to 1.8 dB at 61.7 Hz. Hence,
the system would have low-frequency oscillations at 61.7 Hz
due to the lack of stability margin as shown by the simulation
results in Fig. 10.

FIGURE 9. Passivity and stability analysis of GFMs with control strategy in
Fig. 6 under SCR = 11: (a) Passivity analysis of Zo_GFM_1(s) and Zo_GFM_2(s),
(b) Eigenvalue 2 of L1(s) = Zo_GFM_1(s) Y g(s), and (c) Eigenvalue 2 of
L2(s) = Zo_GFM_2(s)Y g(s).

More cases under different grid conditions are summarized
in Table 2. It is shown that with the basic control method in
Fig. 1, the system might have high-frequency harmonic insta-
bility issues with predefined stable low-frequency dynamics.
On the other hand, it is found that although the harmonic
instability issues can be eliminated with Zv and Hv-based
method (as shown in Fig. 6), low-frequency oscillations might
occur as a side effect. And this low-frequency instability issue
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FIGURE 10. Low-frequency oscillations with control diagrams in Fig. 6
under SCR = 11.

TABLE 2. Simulation and Analysis Results of GFMs Under Various Grid
Conditions

is mainly caused by an insufficient stability margin near the
system fundamental frequency.

To eliminate the low-frequency oscillations and keep the
high-frequency region non-passive with the passivity-based
control approach in Fig. 6, online tuning for a smaller droop
gain or an angle droop compensation block [20] can be used.
However, this is not a general solution since if the outer
power loop is implemented with other control, like the dVOC
approach [6], the impact of Zv on the system low-frequency
stability needs to be examined again to find corresponding
solutions. Therefore, it is desirable to have a method that can
help to solve high-frequency harmonic issues without affect-
ing the predefined low-frequency dynamics of the system.

B. PROPOSED ONLINE HARMONIC DETECTION-BASED SSF
To ensure system stability under various grid conditions,
the desired control approach for GFMs should be able to
adaptively adjust the controller to eliminate the harmonic

TABLE 3. Meanings of Different Symbols in Fig. 11

instability phenomena, and also not to affect the predefined
system in the low-frequency region as discussed in Sec-
tion III-A. The key is to only add a system stabilization
function (SSF) in the inner current loop; therefore, only the
high-frequency characteristics will be improved while the
low-frequency dynamics will not be affected which are mainly
determined by the outer voltage and power loop.

Accordingly, an SSF for GFMs is proposed as shown in
Fig. 11. Specifically, when connecting the GFM to an existing
grid, if the system is stable, no action will be needed; but if
there are harmonic instability issues, the system stabilization
function embedded in the controller of GFMs should start to
stabilize the system by passivating the inverter impedance at
the system harmonic resonant frequency. All the symbols used
in Fig. 11 are summarized in Table 3.

In the proposed SSF, an online harmonic detection module
is operated first. A Fast Fourier transform (FFT) block ana-
lyzes the harmonic component in the output voltage of the
GFMs by removing the fundamental frequency component
through a band-pass filter in the sampled data. The maxi-
mum value (i.e., the magnitude of the resonance component,
ResMag) and the frequency index (i.e., the frequency of the
resonant frequency order, ResOrder) of the harmonic compo-
nent would be identified.

Then, with the detected magnitude (ResMag) and fre-
quency index (ResOrder) of the harmonic resonant compo-
nent, a logic calculation block will be executed when the
external enable signal (En_Ext) is 1 (i.e., En_Ext = 1, enable
the SSF; En_Ext = 0, disable the SSF). If ResMag exceeds
the preset magnitude threshold (ResThreshold) and ResOrder
> 0, the internal enable signal (En_Int) for SSF will then be
set high. By considering every possibility for the sampled
data and system working conditions, four states (S1 – S4)

8 VOLUME 4, 2023



FIGURE 11. Proposed online harmonic detection-based SSF for GFMs.

are considered, and the values of the internal enabling signal
(En_Int), the resonance flag (Res_Flag1), and the frequency
updating signal (Freq_update) need to be updated accordingly
as shown below:

S1: Res_Flag1 = 0, En_Int = 0, and Freq_update = 0;
S2: Res_Flag1 = 1, En_Int = 1, and Freq_update = 1;
S3: Res_Flag1 = 2, En_Int = 1, and Freq_update = 0;
S4: Res_Flag1 = 1, En_Int = 1, and Freq_update = 0.

Also, moving among different states needs to follow the
direction which meets one of these two conditions indicated
by the arrows in Fig. 11:

Condition 1©: ResOrder > 0 and ResMag ≥ ResThreshold
Condition 2©: ResOrder = 0 or ResMag < ResThreshold

If the Freq_update signal is 1, then the measured
harmonic frequency order (ResOrder) will be passed to
Comp_ResOrder for the feedforward gain calculation. If the
Freq_update signal is 0, the Comp_ResOrder would remain as
the value in the previous calculation cycle. Once the En_Int
is 1, the calculated voltage feedforward gain KFF will form
a voltage feedforward block and will be added to the inner
current control loop for the system stabilization; otherwise,
KFF = 0, and no compensation is executed.

For the feedforward gain calculation block, it is developed
to make the inverter impedance passive at the harmonic reso-
nant frequency of the system so that the harmonic instability
issues can be eliminated. Accordingly, the output impedance
model of GFMs Zo_GFM_3 can be obtained as (24) by consid-
ering the KFF block, where Zo_kFF is given in (25), GVVr_KFF
is given in (26), Zov_kFF is given in (27) and Gvvr_kFF is given
in (28).

Zo_GFM_3 (s)

= (I + GVV r_kFFGV rV )−1 (
Zo_kFF + GVV r_kFFZre f

)
(24)

where,

Zo_kFF (s) =
[

Zov_kFF (s) 0
0 Zov_kFF (s − 2 jω0)

]
(25)

GVV r_kFF (s) =
[

Gvvr_kFF (s) 0
0 Gvvr_kFF (s − 2 jω0)

]
(26)

Zov_kFF (s) = sL + GiGd

LCf s2 + GiGdCf s + (GvGi − kFF )Gd + 1
(27)

VOLUME 4, 2023 9
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FIGURE 12. Simulation results (a) SCR = 5.6, (b) SCR= 7.5, and (c) SCR =
15.

Gvvr_kFF (s) = GvGiGd

LCf s2 + GiGdCf s + (GvGi − kFF )Gd + 1
(28)

Since the KFF block is added in the inner current loop,
and the harmonic instability issue is considered here, the
impedance model can be simplified as (27) by ignoring the
outer power loop. Then, to make the inverter impedance pas-
sive at the resonant frequency ωres, the real part of the inverter
impedance model should be non-negative. As shown in (29),
the sign of the real part of Zov_kFF ( jω) is mainly determined
by A, where A is given in (30). Therefore, the critical value

FIGURE 13. Proposed method under SCR = 11: (a) Simulation results,
(b) Passivity comparisons between the proposed method Zo_GFM_3(s) and
the basic control approach Zo_GFM_1(s), and (c) Eigenvalue 2 of
L3(s) = =Zo_GFM_3(s)Y g(s).

of KFF is derived as shown in (31), where L is the output
inductance, Kpi or Kpv is the current or voltage controller
proportional gain, Krv is the voltage controller resonance gain,
and Td is converter control delay. With this feedforward gain,
the inverter impedance would be passive at ωres. More details
about the derivation of critical value for KFF can be found
in the Appendix. Note that an extra stability margin can be
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reserved by multiplying kFF with some constant gain, e.g., 1.2
or 1.3.

sgn
{
Re

{
ZoVkFF (ωres)

}} = sgn {A} ≥ 0 (29)

A = Kpi (1 − KrvL) cos (ωresTd ) + KpvK2
pi

− ωresLKpvKpisin (ωresTd )+kFF
(
ωresLsin (ωresTd )−Kpi

)
(30)

KFF = KpiKpv + Kpi (1 − KrvL) cos (ωresTd )

−ωresL sin (ωresTd ) + Kpi
(31)

IV. VALIDATIONS OF PROPOSED SSF FOR GFMS
A. SIMULATION TESTS
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, a
grid-connected GFM with the proposed SSF is implemented
in MATLAB/Simulink. The control parameters and system
working conditions are the same as those in Table 1.

Fig. 12 shows the simulation results under different grid
conditions. It can be seen that when there are no harmonic
stability issues, even though the external-enabling instruction
signal (En_Ext) is enabled at t = 5 s, no action would be taken,
and the system remains stable as shown in Fig. 12(a). From
Fig. 12(b) and (c), it can be observed that once there are high-
frequency harmonics in the system, when the SSF is enabled
at t = 5 s, the harmonic components can be eliminated, and
the system can be stabilized.

Details of control actions can be seen with the example un-
der SCR = 11 below. As shown in Fig. 13(a), before enabling
the proposed SSF, the harmonic frequency is detected to be
1.8 kHz, and after enabling the SSF at t = 5 s, the system can
be stabilized with a calculated kFF value.

Further analysis can be conducted with the derived
impedance model in (24) by substituting the calculated feed-
forward gain value. As shown in Fig. 13(b), without the
proposed method (i.e., the control in Fig. 1), the inverter
impedance is non-passive at 1.8 kHz with pmin = -5.8; while
with the proposed approach, the system can be passive at 1.8
kHz with pmin = 1.6. It can also be observed that the proposed
approach will not affect the low-frequency dynamics since the
passivity indices for both Zo_GFM_1 and Zo_GFM_3 remain the
same in the low-frequency range.

Fig. 13(c) shows the impedance-based stability analysis re-
sults of the system under SCR = 11 based on the eigenvalues
of L3(s). It can be seen that with the proposed method, there
will be no encirclement of the critical point at high frequency.
And the low-frequency dynamics will not be affected since
the Nyquist diagrams of the eigenvalues with or without the
proposed method remain the same at the low-frequency range
as shown in Figs. 13(c) and 9(b), respectively.

B. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
An experimental setup as shown in Fig. 14 is built for further
verification. As can be seen, two converters are connected,
with one converter working as the grid emulator with open-
loop control, and the other converter working as a GFM

FIGURE 14. Experimental setup.

TABLE 4. Circuit and Control Parameters of GFMs and Grid Conditions

with the proposed SSF. The system working conditions and
control parameters are listed in Table 4. Fig. 15 shows the
test results of GFMs with the basic control structure (i.e.,
the circuit in Fig. 1), it can be seen that there are harmonic
instability issues in the output voltage. With Zv and Hv-based
control, there would be no high-frequency harmonics, but
low-frequency oscillations could be observed as shown in
Fig. 16. While with the proposed SSF, the high-frequency
harmonic instability issues can be eliminated once SSF is
enabled, and low-frequency stability is also maintained as
shown in Fig. 17.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, it is found that the Zv block, which is originally
designed for the passivation of the impedance model of GFMs
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FIGURE 15. Experimental results with basic control in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 16. Experimental results with the control in Fig. 6.

FIGURE 17. Experimental results with the proposed SSF approach.

at the high-frequency range to improve system harmonic sta-
bility, could reduce the system low-frequency stability margin
and cause low-frequency stability issues. Therefore, instead of
using the offline approach to design the inverter to be passive
at high frequency, this paper proposes an online approach to
identify the resonant frequency of the harmonic instabilities
in the system first, and then perform the passivity compen-
sation at this identified resonant frequency. As a result, the
harmonic instability issues in the system can be eliminated;

in the meantime, the predefined low-frequency dynamics will
not be affected. The proposed approach has been validated by
simulation and experimental tests.

APPENDIX
By substituting s = jωres into (27), the following equation can
be obtained:

Re
{
ZoV _kFF (ωres)

} = Re

{
Num

Den

}

where,

Num = jωresL + Kpi
[
cos (ωresTd ) − jsin (ωresTd )

]

Den= −LCf ω
2
res+ jωresKpi

[
cos (ωresTd )− jsin (ωresTd )

]
Cf

+
[(

Kpv− j
Krv

ωres

)
Kpi−kFF

]
[
cos (ωresTd )− jsin (ωresTd )

]+1

Then, Re{Num
Den } can be further calculated as Z

X 2+Y 2 ,
where,

Z = Kpi (1 − KrvL) cos (ωresTd ) + KpvK2
pi

− ωresLKpvKpisin (ωresTd )

+ kFF
(
ωresLsin (ωresTd ) − Kpi

)
,

X = 1 − LCf ω
2
res + ωresKpiCf sin (ωresTd )

+ KpvKpi cos (ωresTd ) − KpiKrv

ωres
sin (ωresTd )

− kFF cos (ωresTd ) ,

Y = ωresKpiCf cos (ωresTd ) − KpiKrv

ωres
cos (ωresTd )

− KpvKpisin (ωresTd ) + kFF sin (ωresTd ) .

Since X 2 + Y 2 > 0, the sign of {Re{ZoV _kFF (ωres)} will be
mainly determined by sgn {Z}. To achieve sgn {Z} ≥ 0, the
critical value for KFF can then be obtained as (31).
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